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Introducing the SUMMIT Outdoor
Furniture Collection by Lloyd
Flanders®. All SUMMIT lounge
seating piece are designed with a
sloped-back including the Sofa,
Loveseats, and Lounge chairs.

The SUMMIT Collection, elegantly
designed for the peak of outdoor
comfort. Featured lounge seating
shown; Spring Loveseat with
independent buckets, Lounge Chair
and Loveseat Ottoman.

The SUMMIT Dining Chair features a
sloped-back design for a more
comfortable dining experience. The
Summit dining table bolsters a
ceramic glass top, available in 2
different finish options. 

Inspired by the rugged beauty of the
American West, the FRONTIER
Collection, Sofa, Spring Rocker, and
Accessory Tables enhance the
aesthetic appeal of any environment.

The entire FRONTIER Collection,
including the Love Seat and Lounge
Chairs (shown), are enhanced with a
heat transfer faux-wood film to
achieve the look of wood grain with
less maintenance.

FRONTIER Collection Dining Chairs
are a blend of rustic charm & modern
technology. The Butterfly Umbrella
Dining Table features a fold-away
center panel, allowing the length to
shift from 86" to 110".

A new look, for a classic design, the
FRONTIER High Back Porch Rocker
has a cushioned seat and is available
in 20 woven back finish options.

Discover something new and explore
the bountiful options of The
FRONTIER Collections, Rectangular
Fire Table.

https://lloydflanders-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/p/marketing/Er2UFK8-fXRJqvPB-wm8jKEBSoWX6pyC-lNSyADkIXfIyg?e=5%253AIU7vhl&fromShare=true&at=9
http://www.fonts.com/BannerScript/PublishersUsedFont/f12542c6-4f5a-4a83-aa24-7170e0ec7e94
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Lloyd Flanders® makes premium casual furniture with timeless style, heirloom-quality craftsmanship and unparalleled service.

Our business draws on more than a century of experience to build comfort that endures. In 1906, inventor Marshall B. Lloyd opened the Lloyd
Manufacturing Company in Menominee, Michigan, where he developed a timeless and unique process for creating fine woven furniture. When
the Flanders family purchased the Lloyd Manufacturing Company over 40 years ago, we made a commitment to honor the history and heritage
of the company, and to maintain the high-quality standards our customers have come to expect. We use state-of-the-art manufacturing
processes and equipment combined with over 100 years of tradition and furniture knowledge to produce the finest outdoor furniture available
today. Combining the best of the old with the improvements of the new yields heirloom-quality furniture to be enjoyed for generations to come.
We're proud to be a family-operated business and we're dedicated to growing and fostering the relationships we’ve built with our customers.

In addition to our iconic Lloyd Loom® furniture, we’ve expanded our offerings to include synthetic handmade woven products and sustainably-
sourced teak. Improvements in materials, processes, finishes, design and seating are introduced each season. 
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